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Our goal for a time series use case is to use historical data to forecast. The way in which we
format the data for forecasting is completely dependent on what we want to do with this forecast.

To format the data for forecasting, we need to aggregate our data for each group we are
interested in and for a specific time period.

Below, we outline a couple of examples for a use case where we are predicting the volume sold
of stocks in the S&P 500. Our raw data looks like this:

date open high low close volume Name

2013-02-08 15.07 15.12 14.63 14.75 8407500 AAL

2013-02-11 14.89 15.01 14.26 14.46 8882000 AAL

2013-02-12 14.45 14.51 14.10 14.27 8126000 AAL

The way we format the data for Driverless AI is dependent on what we would like to do with this
forecast. Here are some different examples of how we can format the data:

Use Case 1

I want to forecast the total volume for a stock tomorrow.

For this use case, we can leave our data as is. Our data is already aggregated by Name  and
day.
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Configuration Value

Group Columns [Name]

Time Period Day

Use Case 2

I want to forecast the total volume for a stock next month. By forecasting one month in
advanced, I have enough time to change my investment strategy for my clients.

For this use case, we would want to calculate the total volume per Name , and month.

Configuration Value

Group Columns [Name]

Time Period Month

Use Case 3

I want to forecast the total volume of all S&P 500 stocks next year.

For this use case, we would want to calculate the total volume of all S&P 500 stocks over the
course of a year.

Configuration Value

Group Columns None

Time Period Year

Once your data is formatted to match your use case, we can move on to the next section:
Setting Up Your Experiment.

To begin with setting up your experiment, provide your:

training data

Setting up your Experiment

Turning on Time Series Recipe



target column
time column- providing the time column turns on the Time Series recipe

Once you have provided the time column, you will be asked to fill in time series specific
configurations.

Time Series Settings



Time Group Columns: what are the columns that separate the data into individual time series?

In our example, we have one time series per stock (column: Name ) so we will select Name

as our Time Group Columns.

Unavailable Columns at Prediction Time: what column are not known at time of prediction?

In our case, we have the independent variables: open , high , low , close . Will I know
these features when I am asking Driverless AI to predict volume?



date open high low close volume Name

2013-02-08 15.07 15.12 14.63 14.75 8407500 AAL

For example, on 2013-02-07 when I ask Driverless AI to predict volume for 2013-02-08, will I
know the open, high, low, and close prices for 2013-02-08? In this case, I would not know any of
these variables in advance and all of them should be marked as Unavailable Columns at
Prediction Time. By marking these, Driverless AI knows to only use historical values for these
independent variables.

Forecast Horizon: how far in advance do I want to forecast? Do I want to forecast tomorrow's
volume? Tomorrow and the next day's? The next 5 days?

Note: The time unit is determined by the data based on how the data was prepared. In our
example, I only have the option to choose a particular number of days to forecast. I cannot, for
example, choose to forecast 1 month in advance, I would instead choose 30 days.

Gap: is there any gap between my training data and when I would like to start forecasting?

For example, if I only want to know the volume of a stock 2 days from now (on Monday I want a
prediction for Wednesday and Thursday), then I would provide the following configurations:

Forecast Horizon = 2 days
Gap = 1 day

For our use case, we will want to forecast the volume of a stock tomorrow, our configuration will
look like the following:



For a time series use case, we always want to validate and test the models on more recent data.
In Driverless AI, validation data is automatically created by default and this data is used to
evaluate the performance of each model.

The test data is an optional dataset that is provided by the user. It is not used by Driverless AI
until after the final model has already been chosen to prevent any accidental overfitting on the
test data.

Validation Data

Validation Data is automatically generated by Driverless AI using a rolling window approach. The

Validating and Testing



number of time units contained in the validation data will match the forecast horizon and gap
configurations. If I want to forecast the next day, my validation data will consist of one day worth
of data. If I want to forecast the next 5 days, my validation data will consist of 5 days worth of
data.

In our example, since I want to forecast tomorrow's stock volume, Driverless AI will internally
create splits where the validation data always consists of one day of data.

The total number of data points used to validate our models will be:

# of validation splits * # of Time Group Columns * Forecast Horizon

If we have a use case where the # of Time Group Columns is small, for example, we want to
forecast stock volume for a specific stock only, then our validation data can become very small.

For these cases, it is important to make sure that our validation data is large enough to prevent
overfitting. There are generally two ways we can do this:

increase the number of validation splits done by Driverless AI
increase the number of Time Group Columns in the dataset

We can increase the number of validation splits performed by Driverless AI by going to the
Expert Settings under the Time Series tab:



By default, Driverless AI will automatically determine the number of validation splits based on
the Accuracy setting (higher accuracy leads to more validation splits). We can override this to a
larger number if we know the number of rows for each validation split will be small (i.e. small # of
Time Group Columns and/or small Forecast Horizon).

If we override this, we will see the change reflected in the Experiment Preview. Below we have
increased the number of validation splits to 20 in our Expert Settings and we can see that
reflected in the Experiment Preview:



Another way to prevent small validation data would be to consider including more Time Group
Columns. For example, rather than forecasting the volume for each stock separately (like I
would for an ARIMA model), I should combine the data for all stocks together and run a single
experiment.

Test Data

The test data is an optional dataset provided by the user. Driverless AI will automatically
calculate the performance of the final model on this dataset but will not use it for model
selection.

The test dataset can be larger than the Forecast Horizon. In our use case, I want to forecast the
next day's stock volume. I can, however, provide Driverless AI with 1 month of test data.
Driverless AI will evaluate how the model does at forecasting the next day's stock volume over
the 1 month period.



The scorer determines how Driverless AI evaluates the success of each model.

Below is a list of popular scorers with information about which use cases they are good for:

Scorers



Scorer Formula Good For:

RMSE
sqrt(mean(actual -
predicted)^2)

Total dollars need to be minimized. Sensitive to outliers.

MAE
mean(abs(actual -
predicted))

Forecasts on typical days is important. Matters less if
forecast is correct for outliers.

MER
median(abs(actual -
predicted)/actual)

Typical percent error is important. This is helpful when
scale is different across time group columns.

By clicking on Interpret this Model, we will be able to gather more information about how our
final model performed on our Validation and Test Data.

The first graph in the Model Interpretability module will show the error for each date in the
validation and test data.

Below that we can see groups with very high error and very low error:

Interpreting your Model with MLI



We can search for a specific group to see the actual time series vs predicted.

By clicking on a specific forecasted point, we will see the Shapley contributions for that point.
The Shapley contributions tell us how each predictor affected the prediction for that point.

The shapley contributions show us the strength and direction of each predictor for the date
selected.

Because Driverless AI is building a traditional machine learning model (such as GLM, GBM,
Random Forest), it requires a record to score on to generate a prediction.

If we want to use the model to forecast, we have 3 different scoring options:

using Driverless AI
the Python Scoring pipeline

independent of Driverless AI
Python whl with scoring function inside

the MOJO Scoring pipeline
independent of Driverless AI
Java runtime or C++ runtime

Scoring



If we want to use the model to score past the Forecast Horizon, then we can only use Driverless
AI or the Python Scoring pipeline to socre. This means that if I provide Driverless AI with training
data up to 2018-02-07 and ask it to build a model to predict tomorrow's volume, the MOJO will
only be usable to score for 2018-02-08.

The MOJO is stateless. It takes a single record and provides a prediction. Because it is
stateless, it is only able to use information (like past behavior) that is saved from the training
data. If our Driverless AI model says that the previous day's stock volume is very important, then
once we use the MOJO to start scoring passed 2018-02-08, it no longer has information about
the previous day's stock volume.

Predicting within Forecast Horizon

If we want to predict within the Forecast Horizon, we can simply provide Driverless AI, the
Python Scoring pipeline, or the MOJO scoring pipeline with the record that we would like to
predict for. Here is an example:

My training data ends on Friday 2018-01-05 and I want to forecast the next business day's stock
volume. Therefore, Monday 2018-01-08 is within the Forecast Horizon. To predict the Stock
volume for Stock: AAL on 2018-01-08, I simply provide any scoring method with the following
data:

date open high low close Name

2013-02-08 NA NA NA NA AAL

The output will be the Volume prediction.

Note: Since open, high, low, and close are not known at the time of prediction, I have filled those
in with NA's.

Predicting outside Forecast Horizon

If we now want to use the model to predict passed 2018-01-08, then we can only use Driverless
AI or the Python scoring pipeline to score (the MOJO is stateless and cannot be used outside of
the Forecast Horizon).

In order to forecast outside of the Forecast Horizon, we need to provide our model with any
information that occurred after the training data ended up until the date we want to forecast for.
In the case where we want to forecast for 2018-01-09, we need to tell our model what happened
on 2018-01-08 (this date was not in the training data so Driverless AI does not know what ended
up happening on that date).



In order to score for 2018-01-09, we would provide Driverless AI with the following data:

date open high low close volume Name

2018-01-08 52.60 52.64 51.93 52.13 3515785 AAL

2018-01-09 NA NA NA NA NA AAL

Now the model will return two predictions, one for 2018-01-08 and one for 2018-01-09. We are
only interested in the 2018-01-09 prediction.

Sometimes it can be helpful to try building an experiment without the Time Series recipe even if
you have a forecasting use case.

The Time Series recipe relies heavily on lagging the data. This means that it will be the most
helpful for cases where the past behavior is predictive. If you have a use case where there is no
strong temporal trend, then it may be helpful to try Driverless AI without the Time Series recipe
turned on. You can do this by simply not providing a Time Column when you set the experiment
on.

Things to Note

if you decide to try the model without Time Series turned on, make sure you provide a Test
dataset that is out of time

you want to check how the model actually does on future data

by default, Driverless AI will perform random cross validation which can lead to overfitting if
you have a forecasting use case

consider providing validation data when you set the experiment up that consists of out
of time data

if you do not provide the Time Column, you will not be able to tell Driverless AI which
columns are unavailable at prediction time - this means you must lag your data in advance

Lagging Data in Advance

For my use case, I do not know the open, close, low, and high predictors in advance. If I want to

Other Approaches

Using IID Recipe



use Driverless AI without the Time Series recipe turned on, I will need to manually lag these
variables so that they consist of the previous day's information.

Original Data

date open high low close volume Name

2013-02-08 15.07 15.12 14.63 14.75 8407500 AAL

2013-02-11 14.89 15.01 14.26 14.46 8882000 AAL

2013-02-12 14.45 14.51 14.10 14.27 8126000 AAL

Lagged for Driverless AI IID

date open high low close volume Name

2013-02-08 NA NA NA NA 8407500 AAL

2013-02-11 15.07 15.12 14.63 14.75 8882000 AAL

2013-02-12 14.89 15.01 14.26 14.46 8126000 AAL

We can do this by using the Data Recipe option in Driverless AI. To do this, click on the Details
of the Dataset and select Modify by Recipe:

We can upload a modification recipe or use Live Code. If you choose to use Live Code, you can
see a preview of the code and how it will modify the dataset:



Here is the Code used for this example:

X  # X is your input dt.Frame
X = X.to_pandas() # convert to pandas

lag_cols = ["open", "close", "low", "high"] # columns to lag
time_col = "date"
time_group_cols = ["Name"]
X = X.set_index([time_col] + time_group_cols)
lagged_data = X.loc[:, lag_cols].groupby(level=time_group_cols).shift(1) 
# calculate lags

# join lags to original data
X = X.join(lagged_data.rename(columns=lambda x: x +"_lag"))

return X


